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Enameling Made Easy and its companion 60 minute DVD introduces techniques for firing colorful

enamel onto metal to craft one-of-a-kind jewelry. Featuring easy-to-understand descriptions, clear

photos, and a well-planned supplementary DVD, it helps readers create beautiful enamel jewelry by

presenting the basics of setup and techniques along with 18 projects that provide hands-on

learning.
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Anat Silvera is a jewelry teacher and designer, selling her craft across the U.S. and Canada. She

has worked in jewelry stores, owned and operated a bead and yarn store and now uses her

knowledge and gifts to teach an array of jewelry making skills in different venues and at various

shows. She lives in Berkeley, CA.

This is a very comprehensive book for someone who has never done torch fire enameling and to

those with experience. I've been doing torch fire enameling for about 4 years and I picked up a lot of

great tips which will be incorporated in future designs. The DVD that comes with the book is very

helpful to see how Anat works with each of the different projects. After reading this book I have so



many ideas in my head! Thank you for the inspiration! I highly recommend this book!

I've been very fortunate to take a Torch-Fire Enamel class from Anat. It was excellent. The projects

we did in class were fun and with everything we learned Anat showed how we could do it at home.

Of course when I got home and tried some of the techniques I realized that I had forgotten a few

tips. Then Anat's book comes out. This book covers the techniques in class and goes even further. I

love the way the book is organized. It has the techniques in the front, which is both useful for the

beginner, but also for a quick review, but the projects which take up the majority of the book is

where it's really at. If you want to learn the technique, you can just start with the first project and all

the steps are there with very detailed pictures. The projects build as you go through the book. Even

the simplest projects are great pieces of jewelry that you won't believe you made. This is really a

hobby that you can easily set up on a small workspace in your home and Anat's book shows you

how.

Enameling Made Easy is one of the best books that I have purchased on teaching a new method.

Anat Silvera does an excellent job of making it look easy and simple to start enameling by following

her directions. I recommend this book to anyone that wants to learn how to enamel. I feel that I

could do this after watching her make it look so simple. Thank you for writing this book.

I found your ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“enameling Made EasyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• enjoyable in many ways and

wanted to share what I found so helpful with your book. I'll just outline them here.1.The

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Getting StartedÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• section was very comprehensive and loved the

troubleshooting sections.2.The beginning of each chapter has a i.header in large font against a

highlighted background ii.one liner on the technique being explored iii.short, concise summary

paragraph about the chapter iv.large picture of the final product v.list of materials, and tools and

supplies. Thank you so much for bulleting each point for easy spotting3.All the pictures are identified

by a capital letter, making it super easy to follow.4.All the pictures are extremely high quality.5.The

pics in each chapter were grouped together and fit together neatly on each page.6.Each step is

bolded and in large font which makes them stand out from the explanations7.The TIPs are in caps

and colored on the margins, which I can review and focus on later.8.Excellent use of

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“whiteÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• space; hence, nothing is crowded.9.All the explanations are

well thought out and easy to understand10.The spiral is the final touch, making it easy to keep

open.I also loved the video, which had great explanations and lots of close ups. .



This book, Enameling Made Easy, is just what I was looking for to boost my enameling ventures. I

have two other enameling books, and they are inspirational, but this one has projects that are more

to my liking, while teaching some basics, such as cloisonnÃƒÂ©. Any jewelry making enthusiast

should consider adding this book to their learning library. It has a CD, and the book's printed

directions are clear with good pictures, making the projects easier.

Had tips I'd been looking for for AGES but couldn't find on the internet. Really looking forward to

getting in front of a torch and making use of them!

I have kiln-fired enamel pieces for years but am experimenting with torch firing. This book is packed

with good ideas and useful tips for enamelists at all levels. The designs are fun and the instructions

are comprehensive. Looking forward to more books from this author.

The book and DVD are very helpful. I am trying to learn torch fire enameling on my own and this

book gives very helpful advice and the DVD is an added bonus. Being able to see torch fire

enameling being done by an expert is most helpful.
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